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Mechanical properties of graphyne
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A B S T R A C T

Carbon nanotubes and graphene have paved the way for the next step in the evolution of

carbon materials. Among the novel forms of carbon allotropes is graphyne – a two-dimen-

sional lattice of sp–sp2-hybridized carbon atoms similar to graphene for which recent pro-

gress has been made in synthesizing dehydrobenzoannulene precursors that form

subunits of graphyne. Here, we characterize the mechanical properties of single-atomic-

layer graphyne sheets by full atomistic first-principles-based ReaxFF molecular dynamics.

Atomistic modeling is carried out to determine its mechanical properties for both in-plane

and bending deformation including material failure, as well as intersheet adhesion. Unlike

graphene, the fracture strain and stress of graphyne depends strongly on the direction of

the applied strain and the alignment with carbon triple-bond linkages, ranging from 48.2

to 107.5 GPa with ultimate strains of 8.2–13.2%. The intersheet adhesion and out-of-plane

bending stiffnesses are comparable to graphene, despite the density of graphyne being only

one-half of that of graphene. Unlike graphene, the sparser carbon arrangement in graph-

yne combined with the directional dependence on the acetylenic groups results in internal

stiffening dependent on the direction of applied loading, leading to a nonlinear stress–

strain behavior.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The superlative properties and potential applications of syn-

thetic carbon materials – particularly fullerenes [1], nano-

tubes [2] and graphene [3] – illustrate their unique scientific

and technological importance and have motivated substan-

tial research efforts in recent years. Recent investigations of

‘‘exotic’’ carbon allotropes – including the successful synthe-

sis of carbyne [4] and graphdiyne [5], and the prediction of

T-carbon [6,7] – illustrate the continuing interest in all-carbon

chemistries beyond already known (and well studied) allo-

tropes such as fullerenes, nanotubes, and graphene [8].

Among the remaining predicted forms of carbon allotropes

[9], graphyne has been the subject of little yet continuing

interest among structural, theoretical, and synthetic scien-

tists due to its unknown electronic, optical, and mechanical

properties [10–15], as well as proposed practical strategies of

synthesis [14,16–18]. Although currently, large homogenous

sheets of graphyne with long-range ordered (periodic) inter-

nal structures have not yet been reported, there are increas-

ing efforts in the synthesis and assembly of a class of

molecules known as dehydrobenzoannulenes (DBAs), a pre-

cursor and subunit of graphyne [14,18]. Indeed, new synthetic

methods in annulene chemistry [19,20] now enable the

assembly of a diverse array of DBA topologies, leading to an

increasing potential and inevitable synthesis of graphyne.

For example, recently the first successful synthesis of thin

films of graphdiyne was achieved on copper substrates via a
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cross-coupling reaction using hexaethynylbenzene [5]. There

has been particular interest in terms of electronic properties,

motivating previous theoretical, experimental and quantum-

scale studies [13,21–23]. However, the elastic and mechanical

properties, critical to successful implementation, have yet to

be explicitly determined. In addition, the search for new mod-

ifications of carbon has produced several new classes of mac-

rocycles that feature conjugated all-carbon backbones

without annellated benzene rings and display highly interest-

ing properties [24]. These systems – including dehydroannu-

lenes, expanded radialenes, radiaannulenes, expanded

‘‘Platonic’’ objects, and alleno-acetylenic macrocycles – may

well serve as precursors to graphyne in the near future [24].

In the interim, the mechanical characterization approach

outlined herein can equally be applied to such molecular sub-

structures to exploit the combinatorial features of mixed car-

bon networks (such as unique molecular architectures based

on expanded dehydroannulenes and expanded radialenes

scaffolds).

The atomistic-level characterization techniques described

herein are equally applicable to small, graphyne-like DBA

substructures and can be immediately applied to various pos-

sible carbon geometries. To provide immediate quantitative

comparison, there is an extensive catalogue of work currently

available regarding the mechanics of carbon nanotubes and

graphene facilitating a direct assessment of the mechanical

performance of graphyne.

Naturally occurring carbon exists in only two allotropes,

diamond and graphite, which consist of extended networks

of sp3- and sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, respectively. Other

ways to construct carbon allotropes are theoretically possi-

ble by altering the periodic binding motif in networks con-

sisting of sp3-, sp2- and sp-hybridized carbon atoms [24–26].

Specifically, graphyne is a two-dimensional structure of sp–

sp2-hybridized carbon atoms (Fig. 1a), and thus graphyne

can be thought of as simply replacing one-third of the car-

bon–carbon bonds in graphene by triple-bonded carbon link-

ages. The presence of these acetylenic groups in these

structures introduces a rich variety of optical and electronic

properties that are quite different from those of graphene or

carbon nanotubes. Although significantly large molecular

segments of graphyne have been experimentally synthesized

[14], large regular sheets of graphyne have yet to be

achieved.

2. Methodology

A series of full atomistic calculations of mechanical test cases

is implemented here by classical molecular dynamics (MD) to

derive a simplified set of parameters to mechanically charac-

terize monolayer graphyne. Similar approaches have been

used for the characterization of carbon nanotubes [27] and

graphene systems [28]. The test suite implemented consists

of the following three loading cases: (i) a stacked assembly

of two sheets to determine the adhesion energy per unit area,

c, as well as effective sheet thickness, dvdW; (ii) uniaxial tensile

loading to determine in-plane stiffness, or Young’s modulus,

E, and; (iii) out-of-plane bending to determine the bending

stiffness per unit width, D. The test suite is applied using a

graphyne sheet of approximately 100 · 100 Å in dimension

as depicted in Fig. 1b. The open carbon edges of graphyne

are not chemically stable in ambient environment, and we

terminate them covalently with hydrogen atoms. A relatively

small material model of finite size (non-periodic boundary

conditions) was chosen partly due to the potential synthesis

of graphyne, which arise from annulene chemistry (that is,

DBA precursors). As such, graphyne, unlike graphene, may

be fabricated piece-wise from molecular building blocks,

and achieve specimens similar in scale to our current model

system and thus allowing for a direct comparison in finite-

size systems.

The full atomistic investigations utilize the ReaxFF po-

tential for carbon–carbon interactions [29,30]. The first-prin-

ciples-based ReaxFF force field has been shown to provide

an accurate account of the chemical and mechanical behav-

ior of hydrocarbons, graphite, diamond, carbon nanotubes,

and other carbon nanostructures [31–33] while it is capable

of treating thousands of atoms with near quantum-chemi-

cal accuracy. Other reactive force fields have also been used

in recent studies of the mechanics of carbon materials and

may be similarly suitable for graphyne. These include the

AIREBO potential [34,35] and the long-range carbon bond-or-

der potential, LCBOPII [36], both successfully implemented

in previous studies of graphene [37,38], for example. Graph-

yne offers a more challenging system for such potentials, as

the force field must accurately capture the possibilities for

bond alternation and conjugation between the acetylene

and the aromatic units absent in pristine graphene systems.

The version of the ReaxFF force field used here is that re-

ported by Chenoweth et al. [29]. The time step is chosen

to be on the order of a fraction of femtoseconds (0.2 ·
10�15 s). It is noted that such a small time step was imple-

mented to ensure the stability of the simulations and reflect

the relatively high vibrational frequency of the triple-

bonded acetylenic groups. All full atomistic simulations

are subject to a microcanonical (NVT) ensemble, carried

out at a temperature of 10 K to limit temperature fluctua-

tions, thereby approximating molecular mechanics. Temper-

ature control was achieved using a Berendsen thermostat

[39], with a damping parameter of 100 fs (500 time steps)

limiting temperature fluctuations to approximately ±1 K

during dynamic simulation. All MD simulations are per-

formed using the massively paralyzed modeling code LAM-

MPS (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

Simulator1) [40] capable of running on large computing

clusters. Energy minimization runs of the system are per-

formed using a conjugate-gradient algorithm with an en-

ergy-convergence criterion implemented in the LAMMPS

code. A tolerance of relative energies between minimization

iterations is set at 0.0 with a force tolerance of 10�8 to en-

sure a sufficiently minimized system. As a result, energy

minimization is terminated via a line-search criterion trig-

gered by nominal atomic movement between iterations.

1 http://lammps.sandia.gov/
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Bond length analysis

The structure acetylene linked aromatic structure of graph-

yne is depicted in Fig. 1. There are a number of literature re-

ports discussing the method and basis set dependency of

the degree of bond length alternation (BLA) in conjugated p-

systems – DFT methods in which ReaxFF is based tend to

overly favor more delocalized structures with less BLA [41–

43], and thus more consistent and homogeneous bond

lengths are anticipated. Being said, it has been demonstrated

that optimization of various condensed aromatic compounds,

including carbon annulenes, using DFT methods provides

Figure 1 – Schematic of the chemical bonding structure and full atomistic model of graphyne. (a), Chemical structure

graphyne, depicting uniform lattice of two-dimensional sp–sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, in which aromatic carbons are

bonded by single–triple–single carbon bonds. (b), Full atomistic model test specimen for mechanical characterization

consisting of 10 nm by 10 nm graphyne sheet (approximately 1900 carbon atoms); boundaries terminated by hydrogen

atoms. (c), Stable graphyne structure after minimization and equilibration of 0.5 ns at a temperature of 300 K.
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results in excellent agreement with experimental data [44].

We analyze the obtained equilibrated and minimized struc-

ture based on the three constituent bonds which we label tri-

ple, single, and aromatic (see Fig. 2).

Direct bond length measurements are taken from the en-

ergy minimized graphyne sheet. A random selection of bond

lengths from the interior section is average, resulting in

near-constant values of 1.19 Å, 1.48 Å, and 1.49 Å for triple,

single, and aromatic bonds respectively.

Bond alternation is one of the traditional criteria for the

aromaticity of conjugated ring systems [46,47]. The carbon–

carbon bond distances of the triple bonds of DBA structures

has been shown to be virtually constant (1.215–1.216 Å), and

the same is true for the single bond lengths (1.418–1.423 Å),

with notable difference of the bond lengths observed in the

benzene rings [13]. The benzene rings of smaller DBA struc-

tures vary in bond length from 1.417 to 1.427 Å for interior

rings [13]. The current study depicts longer bond lengths of

both the single and aromatic bonds. Qualitatively, the pres-

ence of the acetylene groups have been shown to reduce

the aromatic character of the benzene ring, where the length

of the shared bond between the acetylene groups and the

benzene ring is elongated presumably due to weak conjuga-

tion between the two alkyne units and the benzene ring.

The current structure seems to be reflective of this effect

wherein the single bonds have contracted and the aromatic

bonds extended compared to typical values (from approxi-

mately 1.54 Å and 1.40 Å, respectively [45]).

3.2. Adhesion energy and interlayer spacing

We first characterize weak interactions (i.e. primarily van der

Waals interactions) between two graphyne surfaces. For

adhesion simulations, two copied graphyne sheets are simu-

lated together and moved into close proximity to one another

while calculating the potential energy over the range of

distances (Fig. 3). The geometric configuration at contact (en-

ergy minima) can be used to determine equilibrium distances,

Figure 2 – Analysis of bond lengths of equilibrated and

minimized graphyne structure. The bond-types in graphyne

can be classified as triple and single carbon bonds (forming

the acetylene linkages) between aromatic benzene rings.

Bond lengths are determined by averaging values

throughout the interior of the graphyne structure, resulting

in near-constant values of 1.19 Å, 1.48 Å, and 1.49 Å for

triple, single, and aromatic bonds, respectively (note typical

values of 1.54 Å and 1.40 Å for single and aromatic bonds,

respectively [45]). The presence of the acetylene groups have

been shown to reduce the aromatic character of the benzene

ring, where the length of the shared bond between the

acetylene groups and the benzene ring is elongated due to

weak conjugation between the two alkyne units.

Figure 3 – Determination of interlayer adhesion in graphyne.

Two identical sheets of graphyne, free to move in the xy-

plane, are brought into proximity by a constant velocity

along the z-axis (upper panel). The total potential energy

and average sheet separation, d, is tracked during the

process. We plot the potential energy versus intersheet

distance, d, and find an equilibrium spacing of dvdW = 3.20 Å

and surface energy of c = 223.5 mJ/m2 (lower panel).

Figure 4 – Definition of the geometry of graphyne edges. The

edges of graphene are designated armchair or zigzag based

on the orientation of the hexagonal crystalline lattice.

Similarly, graphyne is constructed from a hexagonal

supercell, and exhibits characteristic zigzag edges (oriented

along the y-axis). However, due to the triple-bond linkages,

the expected armchair edges are characterized by a more

linear topology of repeating acetylenic and aromatic units

(as opposed to offset aromatic units of graphene). We thus

define these edges as ‘reclined’-chair to share the vernacular

of graphene and reflect the flattened topology.
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while the differences in energy minima between the equilib-

rium distance and at a semi-infinite separation can be used

to extract potential energy gain of adhesion per unit area

(Fig. 3).

We find an equilibrium distance, dvdW, of 3.20 Å, with a sur-

face energy, c, approximately 223.5 mJ/m2. It was previously

predicted by a first-principles atomic orbital method that

the equilibrium interlayer distance would exceed that of

graphite/graphene [48] – however, the determined interlayer

distance of 3.20 Å is slightly less than the common accepted

value of 3.35 Å for graphene/graphite. This difference can

potentially be attributed to the more sparse arrangement of

carbon atoms within the graphyne sheet, resulting in a weak-

er surface energy landscape and thus closer equilibrium con-

tact between layers. Moreover, previous computational and

experimental investigations of graphene indicate adhesion

energies from 260 to 345 mJ/m2 [28,49,50]. The smaller value

of 223.5 mJ/m2 found here for graphyne is consistent with

the sparser layout of in-plane carbon atoms per sheet. For

comparison, it has been reported that the spatulae of a gecko

– noted for its dry-adhesion capabilities – has adhesion ener-

gies on the order of 48.6–62.5 mJ/m2 [51].

3.3. Uniaxial tension: stiffness, ultimate stress and
ultimate strain

It is well established that the strain energy and deformation

of graphene sheets can be described by continuum elasticity

theory [52–57], as such the same assumptions are applied to

graphyne. For the current mechanical characterization, it is

assumed that under small deformation graphyne can be

approximated as a linear elastic material. Further, to take

advantage of the two-dimensional planar arrangement, a

plane stress approximation is utilized to calculate mechanical

parameters [58]. More complex elasticity models can be

implemented to account for out-of-plane behavior, aniso-

Figure 5 – Schematic and stress–strain results of uniaxial tension tests, in reclined-chair (x-axis) and zigzag (y-axis)

directions. (a), Reclined-chair direction; uniform strain was applied by displacing the graphyne edges in the x-direction at a

constant velocity. The virial stress is calculated over a representative volume, X, chosen within the interior of the graphyne

sheet to avoid boundary effects. For volume calculations we assume a thickness of 3.20 Å, taken from adhesion energy

results (Fig. 3). Fitting the resulting stress–strain data, a Young’s modulus of 532.5 GPa is calculated (or 170.4 N/m without

consideration of the sheet thickness), with an ultimate stress of 48.2 GPa and maximum strain of 0.0819. Failure is found to

be localized to a single edge. (b), Zigzag direction; uniform strain is applied by displacing the graphyne edges in the y-

direction at a constant velocity. As before, the virial stress is calculated over the same representative volume, X, assuming a

thickness of 3.20 Å (Fig. 3). Fitting the resulting stress–strain data, an initial stiffness of 700.0 GPa is calculated (or 224.0 N/m

without consideration for sheet thickness). The strain along the zigzag direction results in a stiffening behavior, with an

increase of the tangent modulus to 888.4 GPa (284.3 N/m), or 27% increase over the small-deformation modulus. The

mechanistic reason for this increase is that the acetylenic groups align towards the applied strain, resulting in higher

sustained stress and strain. An ultimate stress of 107.5 GPa and strain of 0.1324 is determined at failure, which is

characterized by multiple fracture sites.
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tropic and finite strain effects, but are beyond the scope of the

current investigation. Graphyne, like graphene, has an in-

plane hexagonal symmetry [10]. The edges of graphene are

traditionally designated armchair or zigzag based on the orien-

tation of the hexagonal crystalline lattice. Similarly, as graph-

yne is constructed from a hexagonal supercell it exhibits

characteristic zigzag edges. However, due to the triple-bond

linkages, the expected armchair edges are characterized by

a linear topology of repeating acetylenic and aromatic units

(as opposed to offset aromatic units of graphene). We thus de-

fine these edges as ‘reclined’-chair to share the common ver-

nacular of graphene while reflecting the flattened topology

(Fig. 4).

Two uniaxial tensile tests are applied to the graphyne

sheet by fixing the boundaries in the desired direction and

deforming the unit cell by stretching along either the x- or

y-directions at a uniform rate (thereby inducing a uniform

strain rate). It is noted that the fixed edges are free to move

orthogonal to the applied strain. Non-periodic boundary con-

ditions result in a graphyne sheet of finite size. To limit the ef-

fects of the boundaries, all stress and energies considered are

derived from an interior representative volume of the sheet.

Due to the relatively small time step, the strain rate applied

is 5.0 · 108 s�1 (a velocity of approximately 5 m/s). It is noted

that strain rates of 10 m/s, 1 m/s, and 0.5 m/s are utilized to

explore any rate dependence with minimal differences in re-

sults. The virial stress is commonly used to relate to the mac-

roscopic (continuum) stress in molecular dynamics

computations [59,60]. The virial stress approach allows us to

determine the components of the macroscopic stress tensor,

Sij in a volume X. To reduce random and temperature-related

stress fluctuations, in addition to averaging over the represen-

tative volume, X, the stress is averaged further over a small

time interval of 100 fs around the desired time point of stress

calculation. To calculate the total stress, rij = SijX
�1 where X is

taken as the dimensions of the interior portion of the graph-

yne sheet free from imposed boundary conditions.

The ambiguity for the thickness of mono-atomic crystal

structures such as graphyne, graphene and carbon nanotubes

has been discussed in a previous study [61], suggesting the

stress and elastic moduli of monolayer graphene be reported

in force per unit length (N/m) rather than force per unit area

(N/m2 or Pa). Here, the label of ‘‘Young’s modulus’’ is only in-

tended as a placeholder for the in-plane tensile stiffness of

graphyne. In agreement with previous investigations, we as-

sert that the continuum interpretation of Young’s modulus,

E, is not reflective of monolayer graphyne, and is merely used

here as a convenient convention for comparison. Through the

use of common terms, more apt assessment can be made

with previous (and future) studies and with other material

systems.

The graphyne sheet is strained to 25%, which was chosen

to encompass the deformation until fracture. The resulting

stress–strain relationships can then be plotted (Fig. 5). From

the plane stress assumption, it can be shown that, ex = (1/

E)[rx�mpry] where E is the desired Young’s modulus. From

the results of the full atomistic simulations, for uniaxial

strain, rx� rx thus we arrive at two simple linear elastic rela-

tions: rx = EÆex (and similarly in the y-direction). For non-peri-

odic boundaries, the free edges effectively limit ry � 0 and

Figure 6 – Bond strain distributions for uniaxial tension tests in (a) reclined-chair and (b) zigzag directions. In both cases, the

bulk of the deformation (and thus highest strain) is undertaken by the single carbon bonds aligned with the direction of

strain, followed by the sections of the aromatic rings aligned with the strain, and nominal strain experienced by the relatively

stiff triple bonds. The strain field is relatively homogenous throughout the interior of the graphyne sheet. Note that at zero

applied strain, the present nonzero local strain is attributed to the fixed boundary conditions.
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biaxial effects are neglected. Thus, the derived stiffness

should be considered uniaxial stiffness only. The simulation

results in a Young’s modulus value of approximately

532.5 GPa for uniaxial strain along the reclined-chair direction

(x-axis). Assuming a thickness equivalent to the van der

Waals spacing, 3.20 Å (a common assumption associated with

graphene) results in a moduli of 170.4 N/m for tension along

the x-axis. The ultimate strain under tension was taken as

the strain level at maximum stress (eult = 0.0819 at 48.2 GPa;

see Fig. 5a). It is noted that the ultimate strain does not nec-

essarily represent the complete fracture of the graphyne

sheet, but merely local rupture and subsequent drop in load

capacity.

The triple-bonded acetylenic groups are directly subject to

strain applied in the reclined-chair direction, leading to

reductions in both stress and strain capacity. Uniaxial strain

along the zigzag direction (y-axis) results in stiffening behav-

ior (Fig. 5b). Considering only the initial regime (up to approx-

imately 5% strain), we determine a stiffness of 700.0 GPa (or

224.0 N/m). Upon additional applied strain, the triple-bonded

acetylenic groups undergo alignment to the direction of

strain, and stiffness is increased to 888.4 GPa (284.3 N/m) –

an increase of approximately 27%. Subsequently, more en-

gaged carbon bonds facilitate an increase in stress, and the

internal realignment increases strain capacity, resulting in

ultimate values of 107.5 GPa and 0.1324, respectively.

Covalently bonded graphyne mechanistically behaves as

an atomistic spring-system (albeit nonlinearly). It is expected

that maximum strain and therefore failure (bond rupture) will

occur at the single-bonded sections of the acetylene units. An

inspection of the failed bonds reveals rupture did occur at the

carbon–carbon single bonds when strained along both the

zigzag and reclined-chair directions (Fig. 6). A bond length

analysis of uniaxial stretching in the reclined-chair direction

(Fig. 6a) reveals nominal strain experienced by the triple

bonds (lengths in the range of 1.18–1.20 Å at 8.1% strain just

prior to rupture). Aromatic bonds aligned with the direction

of strain had lengths of 1.54–1.55 Å, or a strain of approxi-

mately 3–4% prior to rupture. The single bonds aligned with

the strain, however, had lengths on the order of 1.55–1.64 Å

(approximately 5–11% strain), attributing the bulk of deforma-

tion. Nonaligned bonds of all types depicted nominal strain.

An inspection of the bond lengths during uniaxial stretch-

ing in the zigzag direction (Fig. 6b) again reveals nominal

strain experienced by the triple bonds (lengths in the range

of 1.18–1.21 Å at 13.2% strain just prior to rupture). Again, aro-

matic bonds aligned with the direction of strain had lengths

of 1.54–1.55 Å, or a strain of approximately 3–4% prior to rup-

ture, whereas single bonds aligned with the strain had

lengths on the order of 1.59–1.72 Å (approximately 7–17%

strain). Nonaligned bonds (those parallel to the reclined-chair

direction), however, did not depict nominal strain – they were

subject to shortening (compressive strain) by 3–4%. Such

compression-like behavior was likely facilitated by the low

temperature conditions, which limited atomistic motions

that would likely lead to local buckling (rippling) of the sheet.

Such behavior also supports the observed anisotropic behav-

ior, wherein the stiffening effect is attributed to the energy re-

quired to compress the graphyne sheet in-plane orthogonal to

the applied strain.

To corroborate the results of virial stress through an ap-

plied constant strain rate, and eliminate any potential rate

dependence, we also determine the in-plane stiffness by an

energy minimization approach. Affine strain is applied to

the graphyne system and subsequently minimized while

computing the elastic energy density (potential energy per

unit volume). The application of incremental strain followed

by energy minimization is a quasi-static methodology that

circumvents strain rate effects. Such an approach requires

system minimization at discrete strain values, and is thus

more computationally expensive than an applied uniform

strain rate. While rate dependence is avoided, it is more diffi-

cult to observe dynamic failure phenomena at ultimate stres-

ses, but can provide more physical derivations of stiffness.

The associated Young’s modulus was calculated by fitting

the energy-strain data to the following expression: Utens =

1/2Ee2, where Utens is the system strain energy per unit vol-

ume, E is the modulus, and e is the prescribed uniaxial strain

(Fig. 7). Again, the volume is calculated by assuming a thick-

ness equivalent to the van der Waals spacing, or 3.20 Å. This

approach results in a Young’s modulus value of 629.4 GPa

along the reclined-chair direction (with an R2 value exceeding

0.99), and failure at approximately 8% strain and an ultimate

stress of 44.8 GPa. For the zigzag direction, again there was an

onset of stiffening, resulting in a small strain stiffness of

772.0 GPa and a large strain stiffness of 964.4 GPa (for

Figure 7 – Determination of in-plane tensile stiffness by

energy minimization for (a) reclined-chair and (b) zigzag

directions. Young’s modulus is calculated by fitting the

energy-curvature data to the following expression: Utens =

1/2Ee2, where Utens is the system potential energy per unit

volume, E is the modulus. Applied strains of 0.01–0.20 are

imposed on the graphyne system and the minimized

energies plotted versus e. This approach results in a Young’s

modulus value of 629.4 GPa along the reclined-chair

direction (with an R2 value exceeding 0.99), with failure at a

strain of 0.08 at a stress of 44.8 GPa (failure at 0.0819 strain

at 48.2 GPa under constant strain rate; see Fig. 5). For the

zigzag direction, as before in the finite temperature

calculations we identify an onset of stiffening, resulting in a

small strain stiffness of 772.0 GPa and a large strain

stiffness of 964.4 GPa (for e > 0.05), with failure at a strain of

0.12 at a stress of 99.9 GPa (compared to a ultimate strain of

0.1324 and 107.5 GPa under constant strain rate; Fig. 5). The

results of the energy minimization approach depict slightly

higher stiffness as compared with the constant strain-rate

results, as well as nominal decreases in the ultimate stress

and strain values.
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e > 0.05). Failure occurred at approximately 12% strain at an

ultimate stress of 99.9 GPa. The results of the energy minimi-

zation approach depict a slightly higher stiffness as compared

with the constant strain-rate results, as well as nominal de-

creases in the ultimate stress and strain (due to the discrete

application of strain for the energy method, more exact val-

ues of ultimate strain are difficult to determine). Future stud-

ies with variation in applied strain rates and temperature may

deviate from the results predicted here, but presumably with-

in a marginal range, and distinct anisotropic behavior of

graphyne is clearly indicated.

Previous investigations determined Young’s modulus of a

single layer graphene sheet is reported on the order of

approximately 1 TPa (335 N/m) with negligible difference be-

tween armchair and zigzag orientations [62–66]. From the cur-

rent results, graphyne is about one half the stiffness of

graphene along the reclined-chair direction, but approaches

the stiffness in the zigzag direction. Previous computational

and experimental studies [65–68] report ultimate stress and

strain for graphene under tension are approximately 130

GPa at 20% strain. Thus, the mechanical performance of

graphyne is slightly inferior to graphene in terms of stiffness,

strength, and ductility. It is noted, however, the sheet areal

density of graphyne (approximately 0.54 mg/m2) is less than

that of graphene (approximately 0.8 mg/m2), calculated sim-

ply by explicitly accounting for the atomic mass of the con-

stituent carbons over a representative area. Subsequently,

the surface area of monolayer graphyne is on the order of

3600 m2/g, which exceeds even that of graphene (2500 m2/g),

deemed beneficial to potential energy storage applications

[69] as well as accessible area for possible chemical function-

alization [70].

3.4. Bending stiffness

Theoretical studies and synthesis [37,71] have suggested that

bending stiffness of monolayer graphene is critical in attain-

ing the structural stability and morphology of graphene

sheets, which in turn could have important impacts on their

electronic properties. This would similarly hold for other 2D

crystal structures such as graphyne. Moreover, like graphene,

graphyne is also a membrane material in nature, which has a

very low resistance to bending. Due to the relative flexibility

and single atom thickness of monolayer graphyne, a mechan-

ical bending test is difficult to implement [61,65] – it is very

difficult to apply a bending moment directly to such struc-

tures as local bending on a membrane structure would induce

local curvature only. To circumvent this issue, the isotropic

bending modulus is determined by one-dimensional pure

bending experiments using molecular statics in which curva-

ture is induced (and fixed) prior to energy minimization, sim-

ilar to previous coarse-grain [28] and full atomistic [55,72,73]

investigations.

To calculate the bending modulus of graphyne, the same

rectangular sheet is now bent into a section of a cylinder with

constant radius of curvature throughout the basal plane

(Fig. 8a and b). The neutral plane for pure bending is parallel

to the layer and passes through the centroid of the bending

cross section. The edges of the bent sheet are kept fixed and

the bulk of the sheet is allowed to relax to an energy mini-

mum. To avoid boundary effects at the fixed edges, the elastic

energy is only considered for the interior portion of the graph-

yne sheet (Fig. 8b). At finite temperatures, like graphene,

graphyne exhibits ripples and undulations out-of-plane (see

Fig. 1c for example). As such, the graphyne structure deviates

from the ideal curvature initial imposed and we the derived

stiffness can be considered the effective bending modulus.

However, both the low temperature equilibrium and minimi-

zation process limit the observed ripples, and the system cur-

vature is maintained (Fig. 8b depicts and equilibrated and

minimized structure).

The bending modulus is calculated by fitting the energy-

curvature data to the following expression [74]: Ubend =

1/2 D j2, where Ubend is the system strain energy per unit ba-

sal plane area, D is the bending modulus per unit width, and j

is the prescribed beam curvature. Curvatures in the range of

Figure 8 – Determination of out-of-plane bending stiffness. (a), A graphyne sheet bent into a section of a cylinder with an

imposed constant radius of curvature, j ¼ 1
r, throughout the basal plane. (b) Depiction of boundary conditions wherein the

edges of the bent sheet are kept fixed and the bulk of the sheet is allowed to relax to an energy minimum; only interior

representative volume, X, considered for energy calculation to limit boundary effects; depicted structure is after equilibration

and minimization for j = 0.012 Å�1. (c), The bending modulus is calculated by fitting the energy-curvature data to the

following expression: Ubend = 1/2D j2, where Ubend is the system strain energy per unit basal plane area, D is the bending

modulus per unit width. Curvatures of 0.002–0.012 Å�1 (cylindrical radii of approx. 83–500 Å) are imposed on the graphyne

system and the minimized energies plotted versus j. The resulting bending stiffness is calculated to be approximately

1.68 eV (with an R2 value of 0.98).
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0.002–0.012 Å�1 (cylindrical radii of approx. 83–500 Å) are im-

posed on the graphyne system and the minimized energies

are plotted versus j (Fig. 8c).

The resulting bending stiffness is calculated to be approx-

imately 2.69 · 10�19 J (or 1.68 eV), with an R2 value of 0.98. In

comparison to monolayer graphene, previous investigations

report values of bending stiffness ranging from 0.69 to

2.1 eV [55,64,65,72,73], dependent on technique (ab initio,

MD, etc.) and the chosen potential, with values on the order

of 1.4–1.5 eV being typically accepted [64,73]. This result indi-

cates that graphyene, due to the relative bending stiffness of

the triple-bonded linkages, achieves a remarkable bending

stiffness on the order of graphene, with less atomic density.

The relative flexibility of graphyne, like graphene, indicates

the possibility of graphyne-based nanotubes. Indeed, the the-

oretical structure and stability of such nanotubes has previ-

ously been investigated through tight-binding and ab initio

density functional methods [21]. Table 1 summarizes the re-

sults of all atomistic simulations reported here in an

overview.

4. Conclusion

The intensive study of carbon nanotubes and graphene has

now paved the way for the next step in the evolution of car-

bon materials. Progress in carbon nanotube and graphene sci-

ence has been driven by the theoretical predictions from first-

principles-based simulations which were tested with experi-

mental work, and vice versa. Similarly, the motivation for

the determination of the properties of novel materials such

as graphyne leads to important insights that drive the devel-

opment of new models and experimental assays to probe this

material. The work reported here could help us to determine

whether or not the pursuit of synthesis and characterization

of graphyne-type carbon is worthwhile. Currently, to the best

of our knowledge, there are no empirical results on the

mechanical properties of graphyne-like molecular structures,

thereby limiting direct comparisons to known carbon allo-

tropes, such as graphene.

Our results show that this material has indeed interesting

mechanical properties that differ in important aspects from

those of graphene, which can be important from an engineer-

ing design point of view. Our work also provides generic in-

sight that can be applied to similar molecular substructures

for the potential design of de novo material systems, such as

other types of two-dimensional crystals that may exist [75].

Indeed, many properties of graphene were known from theo-

retical point of view before it was possible to perform actual

measurements. The superlative properties of mono- and mul-

tilayer graphyne sheets identified here may facilitate the de-

sign of advanced composites with superior mechanical and

electrical performance where in particular the concept of

functionalization, enabled by the particular structure of

graphyne, may provide exciting opportunities.
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Table 1 – Summary of mechanical properties of graphyne.

Property Value Unit

Interlayer equilibrium spacing, dvdW 3.20 Å
Surface energy, c 223.5 mJ/m2

Bending stiffness per unit width, D 2.69(10�19) J

Reclined-chair direction
Modulus (stiffness)
Constant strain rate 532.5 (170.4) GPa (N/m)
Energy minimization 629.4 (201.4) GPa (N/m)
Ultimate stress
Constant strain rate 48.2 GPa
Energy minimization 44.8 GPa
Ultimate strain
Constant strain rate 8.19 %
Energy minimization 8 %

Zigzag Direction
Small strain modulus (stiffness)
Constant strain rate 700.0 (224.0) GPa (N/m)
Energy minimization 772.0 (247.0) GPa (N/m)
Large strain modulus (stiffness)
Constant strain rate 888.4 (284.3) GPa (N/m)
Energy minimization 964.4 (308.6) GPa (N/m)
Ultimate stress
Constant strain rate 107.5 GPa
Energy minimization 99.9 GPa
Ultimate strain
Constant strain rate 13.24 %
Energy minimization 12 %
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